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Cottage charm with every amenity at Lake Willoughby in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom

RENOVATIONS COMPLETE AT WILLOUGHVALE INN’S LAKESIDE BIRCHES CABIN
WESTMORE, VT – The quintessential lakeside getaway has risen to a new level of true Vermont style with the newly completed
renovation of the Birches lakeside cabin at the WilloughVale Inn and Cottages. The cabin’s significant transformation includes a
brand new living room and kitchen, oversized Jacuzzi, flat screen televisions, new custom furnishings and wood finish details.

Says Innkeeper Roy Clark, “We’ve been in the process of upgrading all four of our lakefront cabins over the past few years. Both the
Robert Frost and Pisgah cottages received major face-lifts recently and, now that the Birches has received its own ultimate make-over,
we plan to focus on remodeling the Angler sometime in the near future.

“Our primary focus with the Birches’ overhaul was to completely redesign the floor plan to really capture the spectacular lake
panorama just outside the cabin so guests may fully enjoy the magic that is uniquely Willoughby lakeside living.”

To keep in harmony with the cabin’s natural surroundings, furnishings and materials were chosen in nature’s colors – warm browns
and greens. “Rich colors to help you feel as if you were outdoors,” says Clark. Much of the furniture is made from hickory with
exposed bark trim while the presence of the area’s indigenous wildlife is echoed through carefully selected decorations, fabrics and
bedding which carry out the Vermont cabin theme.

Rounding out the Birches’ amenities are central air conditioning, private dock and deck with furniture and gas grill, satellite TV and
DVD player. With both a queen and twin bedroom, the cottage may accommodate up to four guests.

The historic WilloughVale Inn and Cottages provide warm hospitality in a classic natural Vermont setting on the shores of Lake
Willoughby throughout all four seasons.
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